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Previously published in the print
anthology Unbound. A nightwalker is
slain, and suspicion falls on Mira—Fire
Starter—the last hope of her immortal
race, in Jocelynn Drake's The Dead, the
Damned, and the Forgotten.
Do you know what "quatrefoil" and
"impolitic" mean? What about "halcyon"
or "narcolepsy"? This book is a handy,
easy-to-read reference guide to the
proper parlance for any situation. In
this book you will find: Words You
Absolutely Should Know (covert,
exonerate, perimeter); Words You Should
Know But Probably Don't (dour,
incendiary, scintilla); Words Most
People Don't Know (schlimazel,
thaumaturgy, epergne); Words You Should
Know to Sound Overeducated (ad
infinitum, nugatory, garrulity); Words
You Probably Shouldn't Know (priapic,
damnatory, labia majora); and more.
Whether writing an essay, studying for
a test, or trying to impress friends,
family, and fellow cocktail party
guests with their prolixity, you will
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achieve magniloquence, ebullience, and
flights of rhetorical brilliance.
In this coming-of-age romance perfect
for fans of Jenny Han and Sarah Dessen,
scandal and romance collide when an
ambitious teen returns to her hometown
only to have her plans interrupted
after falling for the town’s “bad
boy”—a.k.a. her childhood best friend.
Sometimes to find the good, you have to
embrace the bad. Budding photographer
Josie Saint-Martin has spent half her
life with her single mother, moving
from city to city. When they return to
her historical New England hometown
years later to run the family
bookstore, Josie knows it’s not
forever. Her dreams are on the opposite
coast, and she has a plan to get there.
What she doesn’t plan for is a run-in
with the town bad boy, Lucky Karras.
Outsider, rebel…and her former
childhood best friend. Lucky makes it
clear he wants nothing to do with the
newly returned Josie. But everything
changes after a disastrous pool party,
and a poorly executed act of revenge
lands Josie in some big-time
trouble—with Lucky unexpectedly taking
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the blame. Determined to understand why
Lucky was so quick to cover for her,
Josie discovers that both of them have
changed, and that the good boy she once
knew now has a dark sense of humor and
a smile that makes her heart race. And
maybe, just maybe, he’s not quite the
brooding bad boy everyone thinks he is…
What keeps so many of us from doing
what we long to do? Why is there a
naysayer within? How can we avoid the
roadblocks of any creative endeavor—be
it starting up a dream business
venture, writing a novel, or painting a
masterpiece? The War of Art identifies
the enemy that every one of us must
face, outlines a battle plan to conquer
this internal foe, then pinpoints just
how to achieve the greatest success.
The War of Art emphasizes the resolve
needed to recognize and overcome the
obstacles of ambition and then
effectively shows how to reach the
highest level of creative discipline.
Think of it as tough love . . . for
yourself.
The Philosophy of History
Break Through the Blocks and Win Your
Inner Creative Battles
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Shakespeare in Print
Serious Moonlight
The War of Art
Meet Arcadia Bell: bartender, renegade
magician, fugitive from the law. . . . Being the
spawn of two infamous occultists (and alleged
murderers) isn’t easy, but freewheeling
magician Arcadia “Cady” Bell knows how to
make the best of a crummy situation. After
hiding out for seven years, she’s carved an
incognito niche for herself slinging drinks at
the demon-friendly Tambuku Tiki Lounge.
But she receives an ultimatum when
unexpected surveillance footage of her
notorious parents surfaces: either prove their
innocence or surrender herself.
Unfortunately, the only witness to the crimes
was an elusive Æthyric demon, and Cady has
no idea how to find it. She teams up with Lon
Butler, an enigmatic demonologist with a
special talent for sexual spells and an arcane
library of priceless stolen grimoires. Their
research soon escalates into a storm of
conflict involving missing police evidence, the
decadent Hellfire Club, a ruthless bounty
hunter, and a powerful occult society that
operates way outside the law. If Cady can’t
clear her family name soon, she’ll be forced to
sacrifice her own life . . . and no amount of
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running will save her this time.
Described by the TLS as 'a formidable
bibliographical achievement ... destined to
become a key reference work for
Shakespeareans', Shakespeare in Print is now
issued in a revised and expanded edition
offering a wealth of new material, including a
chapter which maps the history of digital
editions from the earliest computergenerated texts to the very latest digital
resources. Murphy's narrative offers a
masterful overview of the history of
Shakespeare publishing and editing, teasing
out the greater cultural significance of the
ways in which the plays and poems have been
disseminated and received over the centuries
from Shakespeare's time to our own. The
opening chapters have been completely
rewritten to offer close engagement with the
careers of the network of publishers and
printers who first brought Shakespeare to
print, additional material has been added to
all chapters, and the chronological appendix
has been updated and expanded.
From the bestselling author of the acclaimed
Chaos and Genius comes a thoughtful and
provocative exploration of the big ideas of the
modern era: Information, communication,
and information theory. Acclaimed science
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writer James Gleick presents an eye-opening
vision of how our relationship to information
has transformed the very nature of human
consciousness. A fascinating intellectual
journey through the history of communication
and information, from the language of
Africa’s talking drums to the invention of
written alphabets; from the electronic
transmission of code to the origins of
information theory, into the new information
age and the current deluge of news, tweets,
images, and blogs. Along the way, Gleick
profiles key innovators, including Charles
Babbage, Ada Lovelace, Samuel Morse, and
Claude Shannon, and reveals how our
understanding of information is transforming
not only how we look at the world, but how we
live. A New York Times Notable Book A Los
Angeles Times and Cleveland Plain Dealer
Best Book of the Year Winner of the PEN/E.
O. Wilson Literary Science Writing Award
When teens Zorie and Lennon, a former
couple, are stranded in the California
wilderness together, they must put aside their
differences, and come to terms with lingering
romantic feelings, in order to survive.
An Arcadia Bell Novel
A Novella
Over 3,000 Words Every Person Should be
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Able to Use (And a few that you probably
shouldn't)
100 Recipes Recreated from Your Favorite
Movies and TV Shows
A Witch's Handbook to Magical Resistance
"His fascinating and ambitious book provides a fully
developed theory of violence as the 'heart and secret
soul' of the sacred. Girard's fertile, combative mind
links myth to prophetic writing, primitive religions to
classical tragedy."--Victor Brombert, Chronicle of
Higher Education.
While investigating the mystery surrounding her own
birth, Arcadia Bell, along with her lover Lon, must
reverse the evil spell her parents cast during her
conception to stop her murderous mother from
taking permanent possession of her body. Original.
Five best friends are spending the summer together
and they won't let any magical quest or supernatural
critters get in their way.
Successful artist Natalie Chambers impulsively buys a
Victorian house overlooking the Pacific Ocean after
her divorce. Immediately, her dreams are haunted by
Sarah and Beth, two lovers from the past and the
Dark Man who controlled their lives. When she
begins to look for explanations for the things going
bump in the night, the only answer she can get from
the locals is that several previous owners had fled
screaming into the night. Landscaper Van Easton
hasn't had a serious relationship since her partner
died. Content to let women and alcohol distract her
from her pain, she is surprised at the intensity of
emotion that bubbles to the surface after she meets
Natalie. Contracted to restore the gardens at
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Natalie's house, she refuses to believe that the
mansion is haunted. Until the ghostly Dark Man
follows her home. It appears he will stop at nothing
to keep the new lovers apart, and the violence
continues to escalate. Can they solve the mystery that
will set Beth and Sarah free and banish the evil
presence in the house? Or will the evil echoes of the
past destroy them as well?
Bitter Spirits
The Origin Of The Distinction Of Ranks; Or, An
Inquiry Into The Circumstances Which Give Rise To
Influence And Authority In The Different Members Of
Society
Milton's Comus
Starry Eyes
Iron Crowned

On a mission to purify the wells of
tainted magic beneath the city of
Portland to stop the raging chaos,
Allison Beckstrom, against her better
judgment, must follow her father's plan
to get magic into the right hands,
which forces her to face the darkness
of her deepest fears. Original. 40,000
first printing.
My Lady Nicotine "—a book that suggests
but is very unlike " The Reveries of a
Bachelor." The former is urban : the
latter is provincial. A briar pipe
filled with Arcadia Mixture starts the
reveries in the one ; a hearth fire, in
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the other. The five bachelors in " My
Lady Nicotine " seem to be utterly
dissimilar in tastes and feelings—and
have only one bond of union, their
common love for the famous Arcadia
Mixture. The solemnity with which they
treat their pipes; their assured
superiority to everybody outside of the
circle which knows and appreciates that
mysterious brand of tobacco ; the
sentimental selfishness of their
bachelor existence, and the delicate
humor with which the quiet episodes are
narrated—these are some of the charming
qualities of the book. But the crowning
humor of it is that the story is told
by one of their number who boldly
announces in the first chapter that he
has married, and his wife has won him
from his pipe and his comrades. He
cheaply moralizes on their enslavement,
and then in reveries calls up the happy
days when he smoked with them. The
closing chapter is a most subtle piece
of writing. The narrator praises his
constancy to his promise never to smoke
again, and adds: " I have not even any
craving for the Arcadia now, though it
is a tobacco that should only be smoked
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by our greatest men." Then he confesses
that when his wife is asleep and all
the house is still, he sits with his
empty briar in his mouth, and listens
to the taps of a pipe in the hands of a
smoker (whom he has never seen) on the
other side of
Dating a demon, defeating evil, running
a tiki bar: Arcadia Bell is a great
occult mage in many respects. But then
there’s the challenge of her
boyfriend’s precocious teenage son…
Arcadia "Cady" Bell may have saved the
Hellfire Club’s children from a local
bogeyman, but she and her Earthbound
demon boyfriend, Lon Butler, now face a
more disturbing problem: his teenage
son’s new demonic abilities. Jupe
Butler can persuade you to do
anything—or so he thinks. To test the
limits of his newfound power, Cady
invites the co-owner of Tambuku Tiki
Lounge to be the teen’s guinea pig
during an afternoon boat cruise. But
when an angry storm whips the Pacific
into a frenzy and Jupe puts them all in
serious danger, will Cady's magic trump
a teenager’s excess confidence?
The ideal book for people who want to
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increase their word power. Thorough
coverage of 1,200 words and 240 roots
while introducing 2,300 words. The
Vocabulary Builder is organized by
Greek and Latin roots for effective
study with nearly 250 new words and
roots. Includes quizzes after each root
discussion to test progress. A great
study aid for students preparing to
take standardized tests.
Adam Bede Illustrated
The New Aradia
Chill Factor
Binging with Babish
A History, a Theory, a Flood
When a villainous wizard escapes from exile, the
devastatingly sexy Doomsday Brethren must defend all
magickind in the spellbinding second book in bestselling
author Shayla Black's seductive new paranormal series.
Ex-marine Caden MacTavish has shunned his magical
heritage all his life, but he will do anything to heal his
desperately ill brother, a Doomsday Brethren warrior in
mourning for his missing mate. Posing as a
photographer, Caden must convince firecracker tabloid
reporter Sydney Blair to reveal the source of her recent
exposé on a supernatural power clash. Unfortunately,
keeping his hands off the sizzling redhead proves as
hard as getting them onto the potent and mystical
Doomsday Diary he discovers at her bedside. A bloody
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rebellion led by an evil, power-hungry wizard is
imminent. If Sydney divulges the book's existence, she
will jeopardize magickind's most deeply guarded secrets
and become the ruthless wizard's number one target.
Caden has never trusted magic's cruel and dangerous
powers, but he will protect Sydney with his life and
magic -- even if it means risking his heart.
“Readers fascinated with the Romanovs and this
tumultuous period in Russian history will be enthralled
by this deliciously dark and memorable novel.”
—Publishers Weekly Inspired by real characters, this
transporting historical fiction debut spins the fascinating
story of two princesses in the Romanov court who
practiced black magic, befriended the Tsarina, and
invited Rasputin into their lives—forever changing the
course of Russian history. As daughters of the
impoverished King of Montenegro, Militza and Stana
must fulfill their duty to their father and leave their
beloved home for St. Petersburg to be married into
senior positions in the Romanov court. For their new
alliances to the Russian nobility will help secure the
future of the sisters’ native country. Immediately,
Militza and Stana feel like outcasts as the aristocracy
shuns them for their provincial ways and for dabbling in
the occult. Undeterred, the sisters become resolved to
make their mark by falling in with the lonely, depressed
Tsarina Alexandra, who—as an Anglo-German—is also
an outsider and is not fully accepted by members of the
court. After numerous failed attempts to precipitate the
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birth of a son and heir, the Tsarina is desperate and
decides to place her faith in the sisters’ expertise with
black magic. Promising the Tsarina that they will be
able to secure an heir for the Russian dynasty, Militza
and Stana hold séances and experiment with rituals and
spells. Gurus, clairvoyants, holy fools, and charlatans all
try their luck. The closer they become to the Tsarina and
the royal family, the more their status—and power—is
elevated. But when the sisters invoke a spiritual shaman,
who goes by the name of Rasputin, the die is cast. For
they have not only irrevocably sealed their own fates—but
also that of Russia itself.
Recipes recreated from beloved movies and TV shows by
the host of one of the most popular food programs on the
internet
The New Aradia is a handbook is designed to serve as a
collection of ideas to teach, share, inspire, empower,
protect, and guide. Within its pages are sigils, spells,
recipes, essays, invocations, rituals, and more, all
gathered from experienced magical practitioners. At
your fingertips is an arsenal of tools to aid you on your
path.
Walden
A Novel
Leashing the Tempest
Kindling the Moon
Magic for a Price
Jaz Parks here. My latest mission has taken me to the
ancient Greek city of Patras; but instead of soaking up its
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splendor, I'm here to infiltrate a Vampere Trust. Only
two vamps have ever escaped the tightly bound
communities and lived to tell the tale: Edward "The
Raptor" Samos, the most reviled criminal mastermind in
recent memory, and Vayl, the CIA's number one assassin,
who also happens to be my boss. The Raptor is trying to
take over Vayl's former Trust. Unfortunately, the Trust's
new leader has her own plans. This job is going to be the
death of me.
“A swashbuckling adventure.” —Booklist “A
rollicking Indiana Jones flick with a female lead.”
—BCCB The Last Magician meets A Gentleman’s
Guide to Vice and Virtue in this thrilling, “breathless”
(Kirkus Reviews) tale filled with magic and set in the
mysterious Carpathian Mountains where a girl must hunt
down Vlad the Impaler’s cursed ring in order to save her
father. Some legends never die… Traveling with her
treasure-hunting father has always been a dream for
Theodora. She’s read every book in his library, has an
impressive knowledge of the world’s most sought-after
relics, and has all the ambition in the world. What she
doesn’t have is her father’s permission. That honor
goes to her father’s nineteen-year-old protégé—and
once-upon-a-time love of Theodora’s life—Huck
Gallagher, while Theodora is left to sit alone in her hotel
in Istanbul. Until Huck returns from an expedition
without her father and enlists Theodora’s help in
rescuing him. Armed with her father’s travel journal, the
reluctant duo learns that her father had been digging up
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information on a legendary and magical ring that once
belonged to Vlad the Impaler—more widely known as
Dracula—and that it just might be the key to finding him.
Journeying into Romania, Theodora and Huck embark
on a captivating adventure through Gothic villages and
dark castles in the misty Carpathian Mountains to recover
the notorious ring. But they aren’t the only ones who are
searching for it. A secretive and dangerous occult society
with a powerful link to Vlad the Impaler himself is
hunting for it, too. And they will go to any
lengths—including murder—to possess it.
A renegade magician and owner of a tiki bar that caters to
Earthbound demons, Arcadia Bell must harness her
potent new Moonchild powers when a vengeful
kidnapper, targeting the children of her patrons, paralyzes
the community as Halloween approaches. Original.
75,000 first printing.
Weather Warden Joanne Baldwin must now confront her
ultimate challenge, a deeply disturbed teenager named
Kevin, who has holed up in a Las Vegas hotel with the
most powerful Djinn in the world to unleash a cataclysm
on the world. Original.
Banishing the Dark
Go Set a Watchman
The Witches of St. Petersburg
The Big Book of Words You Should Know
My Lady Nicotine
Artist Beatrix Adams knows exactly how she's spending
the summer before her senior year. Determined to follow
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in Da Vinci's footsteps, she's ready to tackle the one thing
that will give her an advantage in a museum-sponsored
scholarship contest: drawing actual cadavers. But when
she tries to sneak her way into the hospital's Willed Body
program and misses the last metro train home, she meets a
boy who turns her summer plans upside down. Jack is
charming, wildly attractive . . . and possibly one of San
Francisco's most notorious graffiti artists. On midnight
buses and city rooftops, Beatrix begins to see who Jack
really is-and tries to uncover what he's hiding that leaves
him so wounded. But will these secrets come back to
haunt him? Or will the skeletons in Beatrix's own family's
closet tear them apart?
Adam Bede, the first novel written by George Eliot (the
pen name of Mary Ann Evans), was published in 1859. It
was published pseudonymously, even though Evans was a
well-published and highly respected scholar of her time.
The novel has remained in print ever since and is
regularly used in university studies of 19th-century
English literature
In this sexy paranormal thriller, a powerful shaman queen
takes the ultimate risk to stop a war that threatens to
destroy her Otherworldly kingdom. Back in the mortal
realm, shaman-for-hire Eugenie Markham was skilled at
banishing beings that didn't belong. But as the Thorn
Land's new queen, she's desperately searching for a way
to end the war devastating her kingdom. Her only hope is
the Iron Crown, a legendary object even the most
powerful gentry fear . . . Knowing who to trust is the
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hardest part. Fairy king Dorian has his own agenda for
aiding her search. And Kiyo, her shape-shifter exboyfriend, has every reason to betray her along the way.
To control the Crown's ever-consuming powers, Eugenie
will have to confront an unimaginable temptation—one that
will put her soul and the fate of two worlds in mortal peril
...
#1 New York Times Bestseller “Go Set a Watchman is
such an important book, perhaps the most important novel
on race to come out of the white South in decades." — New
York Times A landmark novel by Harper Lee, set two
decades after her beloved Pulitzer Prize–winning
masterpiece, To Kill a Mockingbird. Twenty-six-year-old
Jean Louise Finch—“Scout”—returns home to Maycomb,
Alabama from New York City to visit her aging father,
Atticus. Set against the backdrop of the civil rights
tensions and political turmoil that were transforming the
South, Jean Louise’s homecoming turns bittersweet when
she learns disturbing truths about her close-knit family,
the town, and the people dearest to her. Memories from
her childhood flood back, and her values and assumptions
are thrown into doubt. Featuring many of the iconic
characters from To Kill a Mockingbird, Go Set a
Watchman perfectly captures a young woman, and a
world, in painful yet necessary transition out of the
illusions of the past—a journey that can only be guided by
one’s own conscience. Written in the mid-1950s, Go Set a
Watchman imparts a fuller, richer understanding and
appreciation of the late Harper Lee. Here is an
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unforgettable novel of wisdom, humanity, passion, humor,
and effortless precision—a profoundly affecting work of art
that is both wonderfully evocative of another era and
relevant to our own times. It not only confirms the
enduring brilliance of To Kill a Mockingbird, but also
serves as its essential companion, adding depth, context,
and new meaning to an American classic.
The Dead, the Damned, and the Forgotten
The Lady Rogue
A History and Chronology of Shakespeare Publishing
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft
Sometime Yesterday
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft
has influenced and guided countless
students, coven initiates, and
solitaries around the world. One of
modern Wicca's most recommended books,
this comprehensive text features a stepby-step course in Witchcraft, with
photographs and illustrations, rituals,
beliefs, history, and lore, as well as
instruction in spellwork, divination,
herbalism, healing, channeling,
dreamwork, sabbats, esbats, covens, and
solitary practice. The workbook format
includes exam questions at the end of
each lesson, so you can build a
permanent record of your spiritual and
magical training. This complete selfPage 18/23
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study course in modern Wicca is a
treasured classic—an essential and
trusted guide that belongs in every
Witch's library. Praise: "A masterwork
by one of the great Elders of the
Craft. Raymond Buckland has presented a
treasure trove of Wiccan lore. It is a
legacy that will provide magic, beauty,
and wisdom to future generations of
those who seek the ancient paths of the
Old Religion."—Ed Fitch, author of
Magical Rites from the Crystal Well "I
read Buckland's Complete Book of
Witchcraft with much pleasure. This
book contains enough information and
know-how for all approaches: the
historical, the philosophical, and the
pragmatic . . . quite entertaining, as
much for the armchair enthusiast as for
the practicing occultist."—Marion
Zimmer Bradley, author of The Mists of
Avalon "Never in the history of the
Craft has a single book educated as
many people, spurred as many spiritual
paths, or conjured as much personal
possibility as Buckland's Complete Book
of Witchcraft."—Dorothy Morrison,
author of The Craft
“An atmospheric, multilayered, sexPage 19/23
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positive romance.” —Kirkus Reviews
(starred review) After an awkward first
encounter, Birdie and Daniel are forced
to work together in a Seattle hotel
where a famous author leads a
mysterious and secluded life in this
romantic contemporary novel from the
author of Alex, Approximately. Mysterybook aficionado Birdie Lindberg has an
overactive imagination. Raised in
isolation and homeschooled by strict
grandparents, she’s cultivated a
whimsical fantasy life in which she
plays the heroic detective and every
stranger is a suspect. But her solitary
world expands when she takes a job the
summer before college, working the
graveyard shift at a historic Seattle
hotel. In her new job, Birdie hopes to
blossom from introverted dreamer to
brave pioneer, and gregarious Daniel
Aoki volunteers to be her guide. The
hotel’s charismatic young van driver
shares the same nocturnal shift and
patronizes the waterfront Moonlight
Diner where Birdie waits for the early
morning ferry after work. Daniel also
shares her appetite for intrigue, and
he’s stumbled upon a real-life mystery:
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a famous reclusive writer—never before
seen in public—might be secretly
meeting someone at the hotel. To
uncover the writer’s puzzling identity,
Birdie must come out of her
shell…discovering that the most
confounding mystery of all may be her
growing feelings for the elusive riddle
that is Daniel.
While performing an authentic spirit
medium show at Chinatown's illustrious
Gris-Gris speakeasy in 1920s San
Francisco, Aida Palmer is enlisted to
help notorious bootlegger Winter
Magnusson, the victim of a hex, banish
the ghosts that haunt him and finds
herself under the spell of this
charming man. Original.
Demons sure know how to kill a girl’s
buzz. Renegade mage and bartender
Arcadia Bell has had a rough year, but
now the door to her already unstable
world is becoming completely unhinged.
When a citywide crime wave erupts,
Cady’s demon-friendly tiki bar is
robbed by Earthbounds wielding surreal
demonic abilities that just flat-out
shouldn’t exist. With the help of her
devilishly delicious boyfriend, Lon
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Butler, Cady sets out to find the
people who wronged her—but her targets
aren’t the only ones experiencing
unnatural metamorphoses. Can Cady track
down the monsters responsible before
the monster inside her destroys
everything—and everyone—she loves? If
she survives this adventure, one thing
is certain: it’s last call for life as
she knows it.
The Life and Legacy of Bill Frank Jr.
The Information
Summoning the Night
Lumberjanes Vol. 1
Merriam-Webster's Vocabulary Builder
It’s the Roaring Twenties in foggy San Francisco.
Prohibition is on, inhibitions are low, and dark magic is
rolling into town… Archaeologist Lowe Magnusson is
packing something everyone wants. The djed amulet, a
priceless Egyptian artifact, will fetch Lowe a hefty
paycheck from one of San Francisco’s wealthiest. But
when the handsome Swede runs into his patron’s
uptight daughter, what he once considered easy money
becomes maddeningly complicated… Cursed with
deadly spirits as her constant companions, curator
Hadley Bacall must keep calm to hold her dangerous
specters at bay and prevent them from lashing out at
anything—or anyone. Trouble is, Lowe is driving her
crazy, but her father needs the artifact he’s
transporting. While Hadley can feel the amulet’s power,
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she can’t fathom the destruction—or the desire—it’s
about to stir up.
Billy Frank Jr. was an early participant in the fight for
tribal fishing rights during the 1960s. Roughed up,
belittled, and handcuffed on the riverbank, he emerged
as one of the most influential Northwest Indians in
modern history. His efforts helped bring about the 1974
ruling by Federal Judge George H. Boldt affirming
Northwest tribal fishing rights and allocating half the
harvestable catch to them. Today, he continues to
support Indian country and people by working to
protect salmon and restore the environment. Where
the Salmon Run tells the life story of Billy Frank Jr.,
from his father's influential tales, through the difficult
and contentious days of the Fish Wars, to today. Based
on extensive interviews with Billy, his family, close
advisors, as well as political allies and former foes, and
the holdings of Washington State's cultural institutions,
we learn about the man behind the legend, and the
people who helped him along the way.
Violence and the Sacred
Where the Salmon Run
The Anatomical Shape of a Heart
Grim Shadows
Binding the Shadows
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